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In light of yesterday.

In light of yesterday and today and also tomorrow murders, robberies,
break-ins, theft, assault, rape, and vehicle theft from and in your
property … in South Africa today - it became a matter of survival and
protection yourself your family and your property.
Various security measures are set in working security companies and
private homes, alarms cameras, burglar proofing and perimeter
boundary walls and or fences with security lights and even electrified
boundary fencing … but mostly we rely on our dog or dogs to warn
and protect us in and on our property.
We have dogs and might utilize some breed of dogs for various reasons.
But if your purpose in having a dog of any breed of choice for a watch,
security or attack dog it is most important (realizing we live in a
modern jungle) that we must not let your dog’s make friends with any
one.
The purpose then would and should be for this dog to not let anyone
enter your property without being invited and with having your
permission – then that’s what you can and will expect having of such a
dog – then not only a lapdog.
These criminals, murderers and rapist comes into your houses or
property uninvited (on a mission) and then not for a cup of coffee and
to chat about old times.
If you then have a specific dog or breed of dog for security purposes
and need to have a visitor enter your boundary entrance gate – first put
the dog (your security dog) away safely - before giving permission for
anyone to enter your yard.

Having a gate and boundary wall notice in the local African language,
English and Afrikaans that your premises are protected with dogs on guard for security and
attack and a warning not to enter and no unauthorized entry beyond
this point– and if so enter at own risk because the dog will attack and
bite – it will be precise what the dog was supposed and expected to do
in the first place.
The American Pitbull Terrier might not be human aggressive but these
dogs are loyal to the end and will protect their own.
Ensure the bond between your Pit-bull and your family are strong and
that they are in the house or on guard after dark.
They will alert you before anyone unauthorized person will have a
chance to enter your home – in the meantime your other security
measures will also deter these criminals and you will have the chance
to see it on CCTV and activate your emergency alarm, “beurtwag” or
neighbors.
Your working guard dog will also give you the opportunity to arm
yourself to help defend your loved ones.
As breeder of “real” APBT’s and speak out of experience, your trained
Pitbull on guard will warns you when you have visitors at the gate
(with no uncertain terms) and naturally inclined to warn you when
something is not as it should be.
The APBT dog owner will know his dog and even know the specific bark
tone and can timeously react to ensure their and the family safety and
also the safety of their dog.

With personal knowledge and information by the media and TV - Pitbull
owners know what these dogs can do to humans when they go into full
attack mode and your APBT will die for the safety of his owners.
Suffice to say it is not recommended that Pit bulls are trained for attack
work as it is totally against breed traits and standard to be human
aggressive, (this training must be your objective) but there are
organizations in SA that train guard and attack dogs and also the APBT
for such purposes – for homes, farms, security and even train them for
anti-poaching purposes.
These dogs are usually trained to track perpetrators as well.
Visit such a dog school and see them in action because these purposely
trained dogs are full equipped, trained and capable to focus on the task
at hand.
As a law abiding community we need to protect ourselves from the
criminal elements that are roaming free in our country.
We need to protect our loved ones and there future.
Just a friendly reminders:
· I support responsible APBT dog breeding.
· I support purebred APBT preservation breeders.
· I support purebred APBT dogs as well as well bred, purpose bred
working crosses.
· I support the choice to spay or neuter an older age or not at all.
· I support the APBT working dogs.
· I support true APBT conformation dog shows.
· I support true APBT show line & working line dogs.
· I support apbt responsible dog rescues.
· I do NOT support PETA, or HSUS.
· I do NOT support “Adopt Don’t Shop.”

. I support people’s right to buy their APBT pups or dogs from where
ever they choose— whether from a registered breeder, home breeder.
But most of all, I support responsible and accountable APBT dog
ownership.
Dispelling the myths on the American Pit Bull Terrier;
1. Denying a dogs (then as it may the APBT) genetics will lead to great
harm.
Being aware of your breed’s genetic predisposition means you are
aware of possible dog aggression and will manage your dog at all times.
Being ignorant and believing genetics have an impact on every dog
breed except Pit Bulls sets your dog up for failure and gives the APBT
breed a bad name.
APBT are incredible dogs for those who can handle them and
acknowledge their history and tenacity.
2. Labelling all APBT’s types as Pit Bulls inflates bite statistics and leads
to breed specific legislation; meaning the American Pit Bull Terrier (the
only real purebred Pit Bulls) are misrepresented.
An “Pitbull look alike or an American Bully or APBT mix breed or the
American Ban dogs are not American Pit Bull terriers.
Stop actively ruining the American Pit Bull Terriers reputation.
3. The nanny dog myth is the worst of all.
No dog should be left alone with children unsupervised – realize dogs
are not humans they animals - not that some dogs can’t be excellent
with children.

The APBT was initially and genetically developed - bred by the folly of
man for dog on dog combat and also utilized as catch dog in the hunt.
Because of resulting gameness, endurance, with excellent working
temperament and athletic body as working dogs also excelled in any
dog sport as the ultimate in sporting dogs.

